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Solar is rapidly entering our industry and has

the potential to create real, sustainable change.

That's why we're constantly seeking and testing

new technology to help improve water quality.

In fact, we've probably even discovered

something new since this brochure was

created so don't be afraid to get in touch.

SOLAR AERATION



22-SOLPAN-270-300W
Solar Panel - 270-300+ watt 

(brand and wattage depend on  availability at time of order) 

50-SOLCABEXT-2M Solar MC4 cable extension lead 2m 

50-SOLCABEXT-5M Solar MC4 cable extension lead 5m 

50-SOLCABEXT-10M Solar MC4 cable extension lead 10m 

50-SOL-Y-JOIN-SET Solar MC4 ‘Y’ Joiner M/F set 

If you require any additional elements, our range of panels and accessories are perfect for completing
or expanding your set up. 

Disclaimer: Every effort has been made to publish the correct details in this brochure. No 
responsibility will be taken for errors, omissions or changes in product specifications. 

E&OE 

22-SOLCONVKIT-14-13

Solar conversion kit for 1/4hp & 1/3hp rocking piston compressors 

including solar inverter, 4 x 270-300+w solar panels and Clenergy 4 

panel post mount stand including mounting post.  
Vertex or Matala rocking piston compressor supplied separately. 

22-SOLCONVKIT-12-34

Solar conversion kit for 1/2hp & 3/4hp rocking piston compressors 

including solar inverter, 6 x 270-300+w solar panels and Clenergy 6 

panel post mount stand including mounting post.  
Vertex or Matala rocking piston compressor supplied separately. 

Conversion kits are available for those wishing to retrofit existing Vertex or Matala models to be
compatible with solar powered operation. The application of this kit will allow your standard, mains 
powered, sub-surface aeration system to draw power from a solar set up. 


